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When most people think of paleontology, they pi ture
the eld paleontologist digging up fossils with a toothbrush, and publishing des riptions of the anatomies of unovered spe imens in the trade literature. New dis overies of dinosaurs even make the national headlines. For
many de ades the dis overy and des ription of a previously
unknown fossil spe ies was the alling ard that gained
would-be paleontologists professional a eptan e. However, in the last quarter of a entury or so, many of the
most intriguing new results in paleontology have ome not
from eld studies, but from the ompilation and analysis
of large-s ale databases of fossil spe ies. These databases
have provided us with quantitative pi tures of the pattern
and size of mass extin tion events, the rate at whi h new
spe ies have appeared, and ru ially the number of spe ies
on the planet through time, the so- alled standing diversity.
In an arti le appearing in this issue [1℄, John Alroy, Charles
Marshall, and a large group of distinguished ollaborators
report on the reation of a new database whi h atalogs fossils at the level of individual olle tions. Preliminary analysis of this database reveals interesting results, alling into
question some fundamental ideas about the history of life
on Earth.
There are three prin ipal features worthy of note in the
paper by Alroy et al. First, the paper announ es the reation of the new database. Se ond, the authors des ribe
new methods of data analysis made possible by the database
whi h help to eliminate biases inherent in previous studies
as a result of variations in patterns of fossil preservation and
olle tion. Third, these new methods raise doubts about
the long-held belief that biodiversity has in reased dramati ally in the last 250 million years; it may in fa t be that
diversity has been roughly onstant, although no rm verdi t has been rea hed yet on this point.
Statisti al analyses of spe ies turnover and diversity in
the fossil re ord have been dominated in the past by the
work of one man, Ja k Sepkoski, who from the early eighties until his untimely death in May 1999 worked singlehandedly on the ompilation of an en y lopedi database
of o urren es of marine invertebrates in the fossil re ord,
using journal publi ations as his primary sour e [2℄. Other
ompilations have also been published [3℄, but Sepkoski's
has re eived more attention by far than any other. Sep-
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Figure 1: Total number of genera as a fun tion of time during the Phanerozoi , in the lassi database of Sepkoski [2℄.
The two dark blue regions indi ate the time intervals studied in the new work by Alroy et al.
koski's database was simple in stru ture: it re orded the
rst and last known o urren es in the fossil re ord of more
than 30 000 marine invertebrate genera in about 4000 families. Marine invertebrates have been the fo us of most
statisti al studies, sin e preservation is mu h more reliable
in marine environments and invertebrates are mu h more
numerous than vertebrates. Time was measured in stratigraphi stages, uneven intervals dened using a variety of
geologi al and paleontologi al markers. Many features of
the fossil re ord have been dedu ed from Sepkoski's data.
One of the most famous is shown in Fig. 1, whi h is a plot
of the total number of genera in the database as a fun tion of time during the Phanerozoi approximately the
last 540 million years, from the so- alled Cambrian explosion of metazoan diversity until the present day. The
shape of this urve mirrors the a epted view of life's history on the planet: a burst of diversi ation in the Cambrian
and Ordovi ian, followed by a rough plateau in diversity for
about 200 million years in the latter half of the Paleozoi ,
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variety of different proxy te hniques to simulate uniform
sampling. The simplest su h te hnique is to take a xed
number of olle tions (or lists as the authors all them),
being areful that the ones hosen ome from geographially distributed lo alities. This method works well if the
sampling intensity is roughly the same from one olle tion
to another. This however may not be the ase, so they also
use several other te hniques whi h weight lists a ording
to their length, and they report separate results for ea h of
the different methods used. Clearly in the absen e of more
detailed information about whi h weighting is orre t, only
results whi h are robust a ross different methods should be
onsidered to have strong support.
The diversity ounts given by Alroy et al. are the total
numbers of taxa seen a ross all olle tions sampled, taken
variously either during the time intervals of study, or at the
boundaries of those intervals. It is important to noti e that
these ounts are not expe ted to be dire tly proportional to
a tual diversity (whi h is, in any ase, not well dened).
However, the ounts should in rease monotoni ally with
in reasing real diversity, and two intervals whi h have the
same total ount an be expe ted to have approximately
equal real diversities. That is, the results are omparable
between different geologi times.
To some extent, the prin ipal new ontributions of the
present study are the database itself, and the samplingstandardized methods for measuring diversity. However,
the preliminary results also offer some interesting suggestions of what is to ome in this eld. The authors make a
host of different observations about the results of their alulations, but perhaps the most interesting is that most of
their measures of biodiversity are found to give approximately equal gures for diversity in the two time periods
studied. Re all that in the urve of Fig. 1, derived from
the earlier work of Sepkoski, the two periods showed very
different behavior, the rst having a rough plateau in diversity, the se ond showing a marked diversity in rease. This
in rease is not learly visible in the new results, suggesting
that the supposed post-Paleozoi diversi ation of marine
fauna may be merely an artifa t of biases in the Sepkoski
database. It should be emphasized however, that these results are by no means nal, and it is too early to draw any
rm on lusions from the data.
The reation of this new database of the fossil re ord may
well have far-rea hing effe ts. The mere fa t that most
of the previous work in this area has made use of just a
single sour e of datathe Sepkoski ompilationmakes
the reation of an independent database an important and
worthwhile enterprise. However, the in lusion in this new
database of far more detailed information on frequen y of
o urren e of taxa opens the way for statisti ally superior
analyses of fossil biodiversity and other quantities, whi h
have not been possible before. The paper appearing in this
issue represents only the rst effort in this dire tion, and we

until the dip in the enter of the gure, whi h represents
the massive late-Permian extin tion event. Following this
extin tion, it appears that diversity rst re overed and then
in reased substantially during the Mezozoi and Cenozoi ,
rising to a present-day level two or more times higher than
any seen during the Paleozoi .
Sepkoski's database, although extensive and thorough,
has a number of short omings. In parti ular, it re ords only
rst and last o urren es of taxa anywhere in the world, and
no other data, su h as how ommonly taxa o ur or where.
Thus very widely o urring taxa are a orded exa tly the
same status as ones whi h are found rarely. Also, by the
very fa t that the database is as exhaustive as possible, substantial biases are introdu ed. For example, it is quite feasible that the in rease in diversity towards re ent times seen
in Fig. 1 is a result primarily of the greater volume of ro k
available from re ent times, and the greater amount of effort
whi h has been put into studying these ro ks. A number
of studies over the years have presented eviden e showing
that apparent diversity is losely orrelated with the intensity with whi h different periods of geologi time have been
sampled [4℄.
The new database ompiled by Alroy and o-workers
(one of whom is the same Ja k Sepkoski mentioned above)
attempts to orre t some of these problems by in luding
more omprehensive data about fossil taxa, in parti ular dividing data into olle tionsgroups of fossils re overed
from spe i lo ales by spe i workers or teamswith
repeated o urren es of taxa at different times and pla es
expli itly noted. Like the database of Sepkoski, the new
database fo uses on marine invertebrates, and is at present
in ompletework is still ontinuing on the ompilation.
Currently it overs two time periods of about 150 million
years ea h, one in the middle part of the Paleozoi , during
the plateau seen in Fig. 1, and one from the mid-Mesozoi
into the mid-Cenozoi , the entral portion of the diversity
in rease in the right-hand part of the gure.
Be ause of the division of the database into olle tions,
Alroy and o-workers have been able to ompensate for biases in the intensity of sampling of different time intervals,
and to some extent for varying quality of fossil preservation in their data, and so make more a urate estimates of
diversity (although, as they are rst to emphasize, biases are
still present). Their te hnique of analysis involves breaking
the data down in two ways. First, they divide the data into
roughly equal time intervalsmore uniform in length than
the intervals used by Sepkoski. Se ond, within ea h interval they attempt to hoose a onstant number of a tual fossil spe imens, as if the intensity of sampling a ross different times and pla es had been uniform, rather than widely
varying as it in fa t is. Unfortunately, only the number of
taxa is re orded for many of their olle tions and not the
number of spe imens, so it is not possible to x spe imen
number dire tly. Instead therefore, they have employed a
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an hope to see many new and interesting results emerging
as the database and the analyti al methods applied to it mature.
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